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Abstract

Distributed applications or workflows need to access and use compute,
storage and network resources simultaneously or chronologically coordinated respectively. Examples are distributed multi-physics simulations
that use the combined computational performance and data storage of
multiple clusters. A coordinated reservation and allocation of the resources is a prerequisite for the efficient use of such resources. This contribution describes the components of a system that provides Grid users
with this functionality. The Grid middleware UNICORE is extended to
access a MetaScheduling Service (MSS) performing orchestration of resources of different administrative domains, using advance reservation
capability of local resource management systems (RMS) - including network connections for which ARGON serves as RMS. ARGON leverages
Bandwidth on Demand, a cornerstone of next generation Grid enabled
optical networks rendering the network to a first class Grid resource.
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1.

Introduction and Overview

Advanced applications usually benefit from the existence of different,
heterogeneous resources available in Grids. Being able to select among
multiple resources allows the end-user to execute the individual components of his application using the most appropriate resources available.
Examples of such applications are distributed multi-physics simulations
where multiple resources are needed at the same time, or complex workflows where the resources are needed with some timely dependencies [11].
Additionally, having distributed applications and data, there is also
a need for dedicated QoS of the network connections between the resources to support efficient execution of the applications. However, to
make efficient use of the resources we need reservation mechanisms that
guarantee the availability of the selected resources including the network at the time they are needed to execute application components or
a component of a workflow. Without reservation there is only a best
effort approach to execute applications across multiple resources without a chance of coordination. Having reservation mechanisms allows to
completely planning the execution of an application or workflow if the
timely dependencies are given by the user. In the VIOLA [15]project we
created a UNICORE based Grid testbed on top of an optical network.
This testbed provides solutions to the problems addressed above: the
orchestration of resources of different sites belonging to different administrative domains is done by a MetaScheduling Service (MSS) [16]. This
service is responsible for the negotiation of agreements on resource usage
with the individual local resource management systems. The agreements
are made using WS-Agreement [1]developed by the GRAAP [8]working
group of the Global Grid Forum [7]. The agreements made basically are
Service Level Agreements on the advance reservation of the resources
needed for an application or a workflow [17]. The local resource management systems finally include the advance reservation in their individual schedules. Extending this approach to network resources as done
in VIOLA allows user or application driven selection and reservation
of network connections with dedicated QoS based on evolving network
technologies.

2.
2.1

Architecture
The UNICORE Environment and Extension
of the Client

The Grid-system UNICORE [13]is being developed since 1998 and is
used in various projects and production environments, mainly in Europe
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and Japan. UNICORE is based on a three-tier architecture, consisting of
(1) a Java-Client as the user-interface to the Grid, (2) server-components
at the UNICORE-sites that provide the secure access of the user to the
UNICORE Grid and manage the users jobs and finally (3) the target
systems which execute those jobs (see Figure 1).
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The standard UNICORE software offers extended workflow support.
UNICORE jobs are composed of subjobs that can be executed on the
same or different resources (called vsites). Dependencies between those
subjobs can be specified, forcing them to be executed in a particular
order. In addition to that, conditional execution and control statements
allow to build loops of subjobs. However, UNICORE has no buildin capabilities to make advance reservations or to provide synchronous
access to distributed resources.
Within VIOLA, this feature has been added via a UNICORE Clientplugin that accesses an external MetaScheduling Service. The plugin
provides a GUI that lets the user specify his job including the number
of processes to run on which target systems and the required bandwidth
between them. Based on this information, the client requests a reservation from the MSS. Once the reservation has been made by the MSS,
it is processed like any other UNICORE job. A job may consist of a
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number of subjobs one for each target system that is requested. Users
can retrieve output, monitor or cancel the job.
In the current version, the plugin is tailored to the needs of distributed
simulations using the metacomputing-enabled MPI-implementation MetaMPICH [3]. Using it, the user not only specifies the resources needed
but also further MetaMPICH-related information allowing the plugin
to perform additional tasks, as e.g. distributing the different types of
MetaMPICH tasks (compute tasks, network router tasks, I/O server
tasks) onto the requested cluster nodes based on various policies and
generating a MetaMPICH configuration file.
The plugin is designed and implemented in a modular fashion, allowing easy adaptation to other types of distributed application, not based
on MetaMPICH. An example under consideration is the distributed simulation of crystal growth in the VIOLA application TechSim. Here, two
MPI-applications are coupled via MpCCI [9]using plain TCP/IP sockets.

2.2

The MetaScheduling Service (MSS)

Once the MSS receives the agreement proposal with the necessary
information on resources and QoS needed for an application from the
UNICORE client it starts to negotiate with the local Resource Management Systems (RMS) of these resources (see Figure 2). The negotiation
has four main phases:
1 querying the local RMS of the selected systems for free slots to
execute the application within a preview period
2 determining a common time slot (this is done in parallel for all
RMS)
3 if such a time-slot exists, perform a reservation request of this slot
on behalf of the user.
otherwise
restart the query with a later start time of the preview period
4 check whether the reservation was made for the correct time slot
on all systems (because local job requests might interfere),
if yes
we are done;
otherwise
restart the query with a later start time of the preview period.
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If no common time-slot within the local RMSs specific look-ahead
times can be identified, an error is reported to the user. The pseudo-code
of the co-allocation algorithm is depicted in Listing 1. The successful
negotiation and reservation is sent back as agreement to the UNICORE
client which then processes the job as usual. When the job starts at
the negotiated common starting time the MSS collects the IP addresses
of the participating machines (this information may not be available at
an earlier time as the local scheduling system might assign the job to
different nodes than planned at the time of submission) and communicates them to the network RMS which in turn is then able to manage
the end-to-end connections with the requested QoS.
set
set
set

n = number o f r e q u e s t e d r e s o u r c e s
r esourc es [ 1 . . n ] = requested resourc es
p r o p e r t i e s [ 1 . . n ] = r eq ues te d property

set
set
set

fr ee Slo ts [ 1 . . n ] = null
endOfPreviewWindow = f a l s e
n e x t S t a r t u p T i m e = c u r r e n t T i m e +s om eMi nutes

while

( endOfPreviewWindow = f a l s e )

per

r e s o u r c e # number o f nodes , bandw i dth ,
# ti m e , . . .
# s t a r t time o f f r e e s l o t s
# t h e s t a r t i n g p o i n t when
# looking for f r e e s l o t s

do {

f o r 1 . . n do i n p a r a l l e l {
freeSlots [ i ] =
ResourceAvailableAt ( r e s o u r c e s [ i ] ,

properties [ i ] ,

nextStartupTime )

}
f o r 1 . . n do {
s e t needN ex t = f a l s e
i f ( n e x t S t a r t u p T i m e != f r e e S l o t s [ i ] ) t h e n {
i f ( f r e e S l o t s [ i ] != n u l l ) t h e n {
i f ( nextStartupTime < f r e e S l o t [ i ] ) then {
s e t nextStartupTime = f r e e S l o t s [ i ]
s e t needN ex t = t r u e
}
} else {
s e t endOfPreviewWindow = t r u e
}
}
}
}
if

( ( needN ex t = f a l s e ) & ( endOfPreviewWindow = f a l s e ) )
f r e e S l o t s [ 1 ] e l s e r e t u r n ” no common s l o t f o u n d ”

then

return

Listing 1: Pseudo code of the common timeslot negotiation algorithm
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2.3

Advance Network Reservation

Taking a look at the Grid as a geographically distributed set of resources comprising computing and storage for users and their applications, the connecting network infrastructure becomes important. While
sites are usually connected by IP best effort technologies, the coordination of high performance resources like meta-computing brings new
requirements and challenges to the network.

Figure 3.

North- and sourthbound Interfaces of ARGON

A sites Internet connectivity is usually tailored to the bandwidth demands of the well-known interactive Internet applications like e-mail and
web traffic. It is assumed that coupling clusters to efficiently use computing and storage resources from multiple sites requires high bandwidth
(e.g. in terms of multiple Gbit/s) and low delay (e.g. as low as possible)
connections with virtually exclusively usage characteristics. The idea of
QoS in the network domain has been apparent for many years [10], [4].
In addition, the VIOLA project provides an in advance reservation interface which allows to connect sites on demand with high speed, low
delay connections.
These premium connectivity services can be invoked by the MetaScheduling Service in order to provide on demand the required network
QoS for multi-site jobs. The following section presents a brief overview of
the developed network RMS ARGON [2](Allocation and Reservation in
Grid-enabled Optic Networks) including the advance reservation capable
interface for the Grid application layer offering connectivity services with
a specified QoS on top of the optical network between the Grid sites
in the VIOLA network. Figure 3 shows the north- and southbound
interfaces of ARGON.
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ARGON is designed to provide a set of network related services to
the Grid community, e.g. advance reservations can be requested by the
upper layer (e.g. MSS). This includes the instantaneous setup of network
connections if the requested resources are available for the specified span
of time. At this level ARGON tries to hide the details of the network
technologies, i.e. the user or application specifies QoS requirements for
a service and describes the service endpoints.
ARGON maps abstract premium connectivity services to specific layer
2 and layer 3 network services via MPLS as well as point-to-point connectivity services via GMPLS. Beside the details of a single service, a set
of services can be bundled in a single request for reservation. Hence, a
reservation may consist of several services with chronological dependencies which may themselves consist of several connections as a basis for
the service. Consequently, the whole reservation can be regarded as a
transaction: All services contained are accepted, rejected or postponed
as a whole. This also applies for malleable reservations where the overall service of the reservation can be stretched or compressed in the same
way. The idea of malleable reservations is sketched in Figure 4. A data
amount has to be transferred and according to the present resource allocation and reservation parameters, ARGON can choose an appropriate
duration and capacity frame to schedule the service.
In order to allow for automated resource coordination and provisioning, the northbound interface is implemented as a WebService and accessible via SOAP [12]. The interface currently consists of five message
types for reservation of resources, cancellation of reservations, query of
reservation related information, availability information and the binding
of additional information for provisioning purposes. Availability information and binding of provisioning information are especially important
for the co-allocation of resources via the MSS. The availability request
helps to find a common time slot for cluster and network resources.

Figure 4.

Malleable Reservations
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A late binding of provisioning information allows for the MetaScheduling Service and the local scheduling systems respectively appointing the
cluster nodes used for a reservation just in time before the provisioning.
At the time of reservation only the service endpoint (e.g. provider or
consumer edge router), but not the identity of the cluster nodes needs
to be known. The provisioning information may consist of ports of the
router to which the cluster nodes are attached and/or IP addresses.
The southbound interface of ARGON to the network components
uses standard network management protocols if available to initiate
MPLS/GMPLS based signalling to control both the MPLS and the GMPLS domain. At the time of writing, the primary interfaces to the network equipment use either a Command Line Interface (CLI) which is not
only vendor specific but also version dependent and SNMP if possible.
It is also envisioned to integrate vendor specific management interfaces
that support XML message transfer with a higher layer of abstraction.
In the context of MPLS two services are favoured by ARGON: A layer 3
based tunnel service and VPLS. The layer 3 based tunnel service utilizes
MPLS traffic engineered point-to-point tunnels which convey IP packets.
One of the next topics for the network RMS ARGON includes the challenge of multi-domain reservations (east-/westbound interface). This
topic includes the interaction between multiple ARGON systems or other
network RMS like UCLP [14], G-lamda [6]and DRAC [5]which provide
similar ideas to build next generations Grid enabled optical networks.
The core of ARGON utilizes the network topology information to
compute the possible paths in the network to realize and plan the requested services in advance. Although the network equipment in the VIOLA testbed allows for traffic engineering, in on demand and in advance
reservations must be handled by ARGON. Protocols used for traffic engineering like OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE provide means for instantaneous
path computation and signalling within the network components. Preplanning of future capacity usage is therefore left to the core of ARGON
which supervises the resource usage in the underlying network layers like
MPLS and GMPLS.

3.

Outlook

The current version of the VIOLA Grid testbed expects the user to
describe the resource demands of his application using the UNICORE
client and do a pre-selection of resources satisfying this demand. However, we are working on several other projects to have applications providing this information. Annotating applications with the knowledge
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about their requirements will allow to make the resource pre-selection
process more automatic and disburden the user from this task.
The communication of the MSS with the other components of the
system is based on WS-Agreement. WS-Agreement version 1 does not
support re-negotiation of agreements already accepted an extended version with richer negotiation capabilities is under preparation. Once this
version becomes available we will switch to the new version. In the FP6
funded project UniGrids, a WS-based version of UNICORE is under development. A tighter integration of the MSS into the UNICORE system
is delayed until UNICORE/GS will be available.
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